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Let R be a valuation domain; an R-module is said to be pathological if it does 
not contain nonzero uniserial pure submodules. It is shown that there are no 
pathological R-modules if and only if R is a totally branched, discrete valuation 
domain. Three characterizations of these domains are given: JR, is principal for all 
JE Spec(R); every ideal is isomorphic to a prime ideal; the value group of R is dis- 
crete, and the set of convex subgroups is well ordered by inclusion. 0 1985 Academic 
Press. Inc. 
A basic theorem in abelian group theory, due to Kulikov [4] (see 
[ 1, Sect. 27]), states that every abelian p-group contains a pure cocyclic 
subgroup. This result, together with the fact that Z, (the localized of Z at 
the prime p) is an almost maximal valuation domain, has the relevant con- 
sequence that an indecomposable abelian group must be either torsionfree 
or a cocyclic group. 
Notice that the cocyclic p-groups are exactly the uniserial Z,-modules, 
i.e., those which have a linearly ordered lattice of submodules. 
Kulikov’s result is no longer true if we consider modules over valuation 
domains more general than Z,; the first example of this pathology is given 
by Fuchs and Salce in [a]: they construct a torsion module A over a 
valuation domain R, with value group isomorphic to a dense subgroup of 
the real numbers, which does not contain any nonzero uniserial pure sub- 
module. We shall call a module with this property pathological. 
A careful analysis of the example in [2] shows that the only property of 
R needed to construct the pathological module A is that the maximal ideal 
P of R is not principal. It easily follows that a necessary condition for non- 
existence of pathological R-modules is: 
* Lavoro eseguito nell’ambito de) GNSAGA. 
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(*) JR, is a principal ideal of R, for every prime ideal J of R. 
In the first section of this paper we show that a valuation domain R 
satisfies (*) if and only if it is discrete, and every prime ideal is branched 
(for the definitions of discrete and branched we follow [S]); we call such 
an R totally branched and discrete. 
We show that R is totally branched and discrete if and only if the set of 
convex subgroups of its value group G is well ordered by inclusion and G is 
discrete. 
Another interesting property which characterizes these domains is that 
every ideal must be isomorphic to a prime ideal. 
In the second section we use these characterizations to show that R is 
totally branched and discrete if and only if there are no pathological R- 
modules without elements of limit height (for the definition of height see 
PII. 
We do not attack here the problem of finding and studying pathological 
modules containing elements of limit height, which seems much more dif- 
ficult. 
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For definitions and terminology about valuation domains we refer to the 
book by Gilmer [3]. 
If R is a valuation domain, we shall always denote by P its maximal 
ideal; moreover, in the following, we shall consider Spec(R) ordered by 
inverse inclusion. 
Let R be a valuation domain, G. its value group. Following [3], if 
J E Spec( R), we call J branched if J has an immediate successor in the order 
of Spec(R); we call R discrete if each branched prime ideal of R is not 
idempotent; we call G discrete if the quotient of any two consecutive (in the 
inclusion order) convex subgroups of G is order isomorphic to E. 
We remember (see [3, Ex. 22, p. 2053) that R is discrete if and only if G 
is discrete. 
DEFINITION 1. A valuation domain R is said to be totally branched if J 
is branched for all 0 # JE Spec(R). 
LEMMA 2. R is totally branched if and only if Spec( R) is well ordered. 
Proof: It is obvious that if Spec(R) is well ordered then R is totally 
branched. 
Vice versa, it is easy to show that if & is a linearly ordered set, which 
contains a maximal and minimal element, in which every element has an 
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immediate successor and every subset has a sup, then d is well ordered. 
Spec(R) has these properties, so the proof is complete. 
Note that Spec(R) is always isomorphic to a nonlimit ordinal because 0 
is the maximal element of Spec(R); we shall then indicate by {J,: OI< cl} 
the well ordered set Spec(R), where Cr is an ordinal; thus Jo = P and J, = 0. 
THEOREM 3. A valuation domain R is totally branched and discrete if and 
only if, for all JE Spec(R), JR, is a principal ideal of R,. 
ProoJ Let us suppose that JR, is principal for all JE Spec(R). Let 
JRJ= qR,. It is easy to prove (see [3, Theorem 17.61) that JR,= J as sub- 
sets of R; in particular J= (t- ‘q: t E R\J). 
By [3, Theorem 17.1(3), (4)] it follows that J’= n,,, w1 J” is prime and 
there are no primes strictly contained between J and J’; moreover J2 J 
because q 4 S; in fact it is easy to see that S = (7,, wI q”R. Then R is totally 
branched. Moreover, if JE Spec(R), we have J2 = ( t-‘q2: t E R/J), then 
q# J2 because v(q) < v(t-‘q2) for all t E R\J, so that J is not idempotent 
and R is discrete. 
Vice versa, let us suppose R totally branched and discrete. 
Let JE Spec( R), q E J\J’, JO = (t-‘q: t E R\J). We certainly have 
J,, s JR, = J; let us prove the opposite inclusion. Let r E J with v(r) < v(q); 
then rt = q, and t E R\J because q $ J2, so that r = t-‘q E JO. Consequently 
JR, = qR, as we wanted. 
In the following we will always use, for totally branched, discrete 
valuation domains, the characterization of Theorem 3. 
Valuation domains whose value group is B” for a certain m E N, once 
endowed with the lexicographic order, are obviously totally branched and 
discrete; it is easy to check that every ideal of these domains is isomorphic 
to a prime ideal. 
Our purpose is to prove that every totally branched, discrete valuation 
domain is characterized by this property. 
We remember that two ideals Z, I’ in a valuation domain are isomorphic 
as R-modules if and only if there exists r E Q (the ring of quotients of R) 
such that I= rl’. 
Let X’ c X E R; we say that x’ is cotinal in X if for all x E X there exists 
x’ E x’ such that v(x’) 2 u(x). 
If XcR, tEQ, let tX= {tx:xEX}. 
If R is totally branched and discrete, let Spec(R) = (J, : c1< cl} and let 
J,RJz = qXR,, for all a < Cr. With this notation, it is easy to see that 
Jr={qpkql$<u, kEN}=r)B<z{q;R:kEN}. 
THEOREM 4. Let R be a valuation domain, G its value group. The follow- 
ing are equivalent: 
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(i) R is totally branched and discrete. 
(ii) G is discrete and the set d of convex subgroups of G is well 
ordered by inclusion. 
(iii) Every ideal of R is isomorphic to a prime ideal. 
Proof (i)* (ii) It is immediate, remembering that R is discrete if and 
only if G is discrete, and that there exists an inclusion-reversing bijection 
between Spec(R) and d (see [3, Theorem 17.81). 
(iii)+(i) Let JE Spec(R), qeJ; let I= (t-‘q: tE R\J). By 
hypothesis there exist r E Q, J’ E Spec(R) such that rZ= J’, from which it 
follows J’ = (t-‘rq: t E R\J). We have rq E J, otherwise 1 E J’, which is 
absurd, so that t(t - ‘rq) E J, for all t E R\J, which implies J’ E J. But 
J’R, = rqR, is a prime principal ideal in R,, so it obviously coincides with 
JR,. Then R is totally branched and discrete. 
(i)* (iii) Let I be a nonprime ideal of R. Suppose 
Spec(R) = (J,: c( < tii> and let J, R, = qa R,. Let /? be minimal such that 
4;; E Z for a convenient n E N. It is easy to see that Jpx IX Jp+ i. Then 
I’ = ZR, = q;; R, for a certain m E N, because in R, every ideal properly 
containing the successor of the maximal ideal must be principal. Z’ is a sub- 
set of R; indeed Z’ = lJ { t - ‘q$‘R: t E R\J, >. Obviously Z is a subset of Z’, and 
it is trivial to check that I= (t- ‘4;;: t E X0) for a convenient X0 E R\J,. It 
is obvious that if x’ is cotinal in X0, we also have I= (t ~ ’ q$’ : t E X’ ). 
We want to find an ordinal y and Y s R such that Y is cofinal in R\J, 
and rY is colinal in X0, for a certain r E R. In this case we will obtain 
I= (tP’rP1qr: tE Y)=r-‘q;q,’ (t-‘q,: ttz Y)=r-‘qFq;‘J,, and the 
proof will be complete. 
Let then yl be minimal such that X0 c R\J,, . If X0 is cotinal in R\J,, we 
are done. 
Otherwise there must be 6 < yl, n E N such that v(t) < v(q;+ I), for all 
t E: X0, and we can suppose n minimal. 
Let Y=q;“{tEX,: u(t)>u(qg)} (if n=O, qz= 1). 
Obviously qz Y is cotinal in A’,. Now if Y c R\J,, let X, = Y. Otherwise 
there must be t, E Y such that t, E Jg, from which v(tO) 2 o(q, 4;“) for cer- 
tain q < 6, k E N. 
Let Y’= {t E Y: v(t) > u(tO)}; Y’ is colinal in Y; let us define 
Xi = (qaqyk)-lY’; Xi s R\J,, because if t EX~ and u(t)> u(qsqrh) for 
convenient [ < 6, hEN, we have t’ = 464;k, tE Y, and 
v(t’) 2 v(qiqrhqkk) > u(qs), but this is absurd because if t’c Y, v(t’) < v(q,). 
So in any case we have found Xi, rl E R such that r, X, is colinal in x,, 
and X, c R\J,. Let y2 be minimal such that X, c R\J,,; we have y2 < yl. If 
X, is coiinal in R\J,, we are done. Otherwise, arguing as above, we can 
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find X,, r2 E R such that r2 X2 is cofinal in X, , which implies rl r2 X2 cofinal 
in X,,, and y3 < ~2, 73 minimal such that X2 ‘& R\J,,. 
This procedure must, however, stop after a finite number of steps, 
otherwise yl >y2> ... >yi> ... would be an infinite decreasing sequence 
of ordinals, which is impossible. 
Then there exists k > 0 such that X,_, is cofinal in R\J,,,; if we put 
ro= 1, we have rOrl*..rk_IXXk_I cofinal in X0, so that ZrJ,,. 
We finish this section by proving that there are many totally branched, 
discrete valuation domains. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let a be an ordinal. Then there exists a totally branched, 
discrete valuation domain R, such that Spec(R) is order isomorphic to a + 1. 
Proof. Remembering that every linearly ordered group is the value 
group of a valuation domain (see [3, Sect. 18]), in view of Theorem 4, it is 
enough to construct a linearly ordered group G which is discrete and 
whose set of convex subgroups d, ordered by inclusion, is order 
isomorphic to a + 1. 
Let {x~}~~ 1 be a set order isomorphic to a, and let us construct the free 
group G = QBtr bx,. We define an order on G in this way: let y, 
.Y’EG,Y-.Y’ = Cl<i<,zmpixai, where we suppose mpi #O for all i, and 
81 <p2< *.* < /?n; then we say that y > y’ if and only if mS,, > 0. It is easy 
to check that, with this order, G becomes a linearly ordered group. 
To each B k a we associate the subgroup G, = 0, <p Ex,. It is easy to 
verify that G, is convex and G,, ,/ b G is order isomorphic to Z for all p < a. 
Moreover, the mapf: a + 1 + d, such that f(b) = G,, is an injective order 
morphism; f is surjective. In fact, if HE d and there is /? < a minimal such 
that xg 4 H, we see that G, < H < G,, 1, which implies H = G,; if, on the 
other hand, xg E H for all P-C a, we have H = G = G,. 
So G is discrete and d is isomorphic to a + 1, as we wanted. 
2 
The purpose of this section is to prove that pathological R-modules 
occur if and only if R is not totally branched and discrete. 
We recall that an R-module is said to be uniserial if its submodules are 
linearly ordered by inclusion. 
For the definition of height in an R-module we refer to 121. 
Let R be a valuation domain, A4 a torsion R-module. 
DEFINITION 6. M is said to be pathological if it does not contain non- 
zero uniserial pure submodules. 
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We will consider only pathological modules without elements of limit 
height; let us notice that every element of A, the pathological module con- 
structed in [a], has cyclic height. 
LEMMA 7. Let M be a module over a valuation domain R without 
elements of limit height. Then M is pathological if and only if: 
(1) for all 0 #m E M there exist r, SE R such that m 4 rM and 
O#smEsrM. 
Proof In [2] it is proved that (1) implies M pathological, even if we 
do not suppose that every element of M has nonlimit height. Vice versa, let 
0 #m E M, and suppose that h,(m) = H/R where H is the height ideal of m 
(see [2]). h,,,,(m) being nonlimit, there exists a morphism f: H + M such 
that f (1) = m; U = f (H) is uniserial, hence U is not pure in M, because M 
is pathological. 
Then there exist x E M, t E R such that tx E u\tU. If t’tx = m for a con- 
venient t’ E R, we have h,,,,(m) B (t/t)-‘R/R, from which m E t’tU, so that 
t’tx = t’ty with y E U, and from t’( tx - ty) = 0 it follows that tx = uty with u 
unit in R, which is impossible, since tx $ tU. Then it must be tx = sm, with 
u(s) < v(t); if t = rs, we have m $ rM, otherwise m E rU and tx = sry, for a 
certain y E U, a contradiction; moreover sm E tM = rsM, and the proof is 
complete. 
The following lemma is an easy consequence of [Z]. 
LEMMA 8. If R is a valuation domain whose maximal ideal P is not prin- 
cipal, then there exist pathological R-modules without elements of limit 
height. 
Proof Let G be the value group of R, and fix gE G, g> 0. For all 
x E G, x > 0, we choose rX E R such that v(r,) =x. Then we follow exactly 
the construction of [2] and we obtain an R-module A < nIxGg R/Rr2,, all 
of whose elements have cyclic height. P not principal ensures, with the 
same proof as in [2], that A satisfies (1). 
THEOREM 9. Let R be a valuation domain; the following are equivalent: 
(i) There do not exist pathological R-modules without elements of 
limit height. 
(ii) R is totally branched and discrete. 
Proof (i)* (ii) Let us suppose that JE Spec(R) is such that JR, is 
not principal. In view of Lemma 8 we can construct a pathological Rr 
module M, all of whose elements have cyclic height. 
M is naturally an R-module. To avoid confusion, call M’ the set M 
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endowed with the structure of R-module. First we prove that M’ does not 
contain elements of limit height. Let m E M’; m has cyclic height in M, i.e., 
m = rx with r E R, and h,,.,(x) = 0. We can suppose r E R; moreover, notice 
that H= r-r lJ {s-‘R: SE R\J) is the height ideal of m in M’, because x is 
divisible in M’ exactly for all s E R\J. If s E R\J, and if y E M’ is such that 
sy = x, then y is unique, because s is a unit in R,, so we can write y = x/s. 
Let f: H -+ A4 be the map such that f (r-Is-’ t) = t(x/s). If we observe that 
S, tx = st,x if and only if 2(x/s) = tl(~/~l), it follows easily that f is a well- 
defined homomorphism from H to M, such that f (1) = m, so that h,,(m) is 
nonlimit. 
Let us now prove that M’ satisfies (l), which implies that M’ is a 
pathological R-module. Let m E M’; then there exist r’, s’ E R, such that 
m # r’M and 0 #s’m l s’r’A4, because A4 is a pathological Rrmodule 
without elements of limit height. 
We have r’=rp-‘, s’=sq-‘, with p, q E R\J; now if u(r) 6 u(p) r’ would 
be a unit in R, and this is impossible because m 4 r’M. Consequently 
u(r) > u(p), so that r’ E R and 0 # sq -‘rn = sq- ‘r’b for a convenient b E M 
implies 0 # sm E sr’M’, while m $ r’M’. 
(ii) * (i) Let us suppose, by way of contradiction, that there exists a 
pathological R-module M, without elements of limit height. Let 
Spec(R)= {Jd LY 6 6, and, for all a, let J,RJT = (4.). Let fl be minimal 
such that M[J,]] = { mEM:rm=O for all reJD}#O. Let O#acMIJB]. 
M satisfies (1) so there exist r, SE R, b E M, such that 0 # ra = rsb and 
a $sM. If y is minimal such that q; E rR, for a certain n E N, we have, as 
usual, J,zrR~J,+,, and y </?, because r# JB. So u(r)<u(q;) for a con- 
venient n E N, because J, + , = nkE N qt R. Let m < n be minimal such that 
q;a=q;sb;a#sb implies ma 1, from which O#x=qyP’(a-sb)c 
m&l. 
If we prove that x E M[ J,], we reach a contradiction, because y < /.3 and 
fi is minimal. 
Indeed, if there is t,c R\J, such that to’ qyx#O, we have 
to( to ’ qy x) = 0, so 0 # M[ t,] E M[ Jy] = 0, which is impossible. 
Then all the generators of J, annihilate x, so XE M[J,], which is the 
required contradiction. 
Let us observe that Theorem 9 works even if we consider the class of 
pathological modules satisfying (1). It is an open question if this class 
properly contains the class of pathological modules without elements of 
limit height. 
We conclude with two examples which are applications of Theorem 9. 
EXAMPLE 10. Let us consider the linearly ordered group G = [w 0 E 
endowed with the lexicographic order. If R is a valuation domain with 
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value group G, its prime ideals are P = {r E R: U(T) 2 (0, 1 )}, which is prin- 
cipal, and J= {Y E R: a(r) = (6, m), 6 > 0, m E Z}. It is easy to see that JR, 
is not principal, hence R is totally branched but not discrete. Thus 
pathological R-modules can occur even if P is principal. 
EXAMPLE 11. We have already observed that if R has as value group a 
linite lexicographic product of copies of Z, then R is totally branched and 
discrete, and so there are no pathological R-modules. 
Suppose now that R has as value group G = Z” (with the lexicographic 
order). Then P consists of all nonzero sequences whose first nonzero com- 
ponent is positive, hence P is not principal; then R is discrete but not 
totally branched, and there exist pathological R-modules. 
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